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Abstract:
Our research team [1] has been engaged in the iterative redesign of an Introductory Physics course for Life Science (IPLS) majors to explicitly bridge biology and physics in ways that are authentic to the disciplines. Our course invites students to examine how modeling decisions depend on canonical disciplinary aims and interests. Our focus on developing students’ interdisciplinary reasoning skills requires 1) shifting course topics to focus on core ideas that span the disciplines, 2) shifting epistemological expectations, and 3) foregrounding typically tacit disciplinary assumptions. This talk will illustrate the design-based research approach that was foundational to the development of our course. I will show how our approach leads to improved curricular tasks, refined assessment objectives, new design heuristics, and key research results.

[1] with Benjamin Dreyfus, Benjamin Geller, Julia Svoboda Gouvea, Edward Redish, and Vashti Sawtelle
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